Clips

Stay safe with XDcuff®Clips
XDcuff® Clips help limit your exposure to stress and injury when medical
patients become uncooperative. Plus, you can treat and transport these patient
types faster than ever before. Here is an image showing how these innovative
restraints are stored conveniently in the head-rest storage pouch. This saves
time and prevents having to search for restraints.

Clip in quickly
One of the improvements we have made is to integrate restraint anchor
clips with the stretcher so you don’t have to. This also improves application
times in emergencies and eliminates awkward bending when releasing or
tying to the stretcher.

Strategically positioned for security
Another benefit is knowing that your anchoring position is secure and
optimal for patient positioning. This eliminates any chance of anchor
becoming loose. Confusion is also reduced between all providers
because everyone will know where to anchor. Plus, it eliminates the
chance of making the critical error of anchoring patient and restraint to
legs of the stretcher.

Antimicrobial and durable
XDcuff Clips uses an impermeable and rugged webbing called BioThane® and utilize the
strongest adjustable buckles (YKK®) on the market. These buckles provide an impressive
breaking strength of 450Lb each and allows for quick adjustability and release.

Interchangeable
XDcuff® Clips also work with stair chairs, scoop stretchers, backboards and some hospital
beds.

Simple design, quick to install.
1. Choose four attachment points that your lead medical authority prefers.
2. Feed female buckle through formed loop and secure the small piece of hook-and-loop
fastener x4, this will prevent the anchors from being lost when not in use.
3. Store cuffs with male buckle in widely used location. Best kept in the headrest storage
pouch for quick access, especially when crew are separated from ambulance.

Save Money
Our reusable restraint cuffs are $39.95 per pair and can be used up to ten times before we recommend disposing.
This is only $3.99 for each deployment. Introductory offer of $35.00 start-up cost for a set of four XDcuff® Clips
per stretcher (one-time purchase). Total cost of initial set up for cot $114.90 (pack of four) not including tax and
shipping.

Developed by EMS for EMS

Dave Dufek
Founder

This company started because my partner was injured during the physical restraint process.
Throughout my career in EMS I had witnessed similar problems with traditional restraint
methods when using cling, duct tape, sheets and the common tie-to-apply limb holders. We
understand the difficulties of restraining uncooperative patients in healthcare and have
developed a superior limb restraint and method to combat this.
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